
CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF RYANAIR MANAGEMENT ESSAY

Introduction This case study and analysis is to identify the current strategy of Ryan Air using various models and
strategies to develop.

The model is suitable in that there is new management in the airline and they will easily adopt this model. The
large size of the airline that is 16,00 routes in 30 Europe and North Africa countries, 69 bases for Ryanair
aircraft and crew and about airports, ultimately make this airline a strong icon in the market. This model also
assumes the fares are constant. In addition to balance score card analysis also has been done to understand
finance situation in the context of Ryanair and to evaluate its performance. The design of leadership used at
Ryan Air has up to now prevailed reviving them as the largest carrier in britain. There are four main categories
in the airline operators; they are flag carriers, Independent airline, franchises of major airlines and charter
operators. Through the assistance of the worthiness chain analysis the business could be able to identify how
RyanAir could build-up its capacities to compete keenly against other similar budget airlines. It is possible to
assume, given current trends, and desire to reduce fares, that a larger portion of the revenues come from
ancillary sources, such as food and beverage sales. It has small head quarters in Ireland reduces its overhead
cost. Table 3 shows that Ryanair has the highest prices for in-flight food and drinks compared with
competitors. In case of an increase in the fuel prices, the airline will compete in a more healthy and profitable
regime. As per cost authority Ryan air has targeted directly into becoming the lowest cost air travel catering to
many customers who appear to easily choose Ryan Air over other airlines that provided an increased quality
and quantitative service for a premium price. Briefly discuss about external environment pestel, potters
diamond and strategy drivers industry environment Michael porter five force model, strategy grouping and
internal environment value chain analysis 7. The successful differentiation strategy works if the company
introduces a different product. Firms are competing directly with the aligned strategic groups as they hold
same strategic scope. Ryanair has markedly tailored its activities to be more efficient than any other rival. New
comers could not last long due to heavy competitions on price. Lynch,  Therefore Low priced promotions to
draw in customers, as well as free promotion have helped create consciousness among the general public to
improve sales. The graph shoes how the share prices increases for Rainair with comparing flag carrier British
Airways. This case study will analyze all the factors that can affect the company development and progress
and also recommend some strategies to improve the current state of the company. Brief evaluation of
Ryanair's financial analysis and how the environmental factors affect the European airline low cost industry.
Cost Leadership Cost Authority strategy is based upon a business organizing and controlling its value-adding
activities to be able to be the cheapest cost maker of a product within and industry Campbell, The strategy
here is based on the goal of the airline. The company focuses on the areas in the markets with the areas of least
competition.


